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Two critical trends have persisted with surprising resilience in scholarship on Rebecca 
West’s novel The Return of the Soldier: first, the wholesale dismissal, for psychoanalytic 
as well as purely literary reasons, of amnesiac Chris Baldry’s climactic “cure,” and second, 
the underestimation and general neglect of Chris’s sweetheart, Margaret Allington. 
Drawing on the work of Françoise Davoine and Jean-Max Gaudillière, this essay argues 
that the soldier’s cure in fact emerges as a highly convincing transferential encounter 
in light of recent advancements in trauma theory, and that Margaret — an intuitive 
analyst and therapist — is crucial to Chris’s final transformation, for better or worse. The 
essay thus makes the case for a reappraisal of an unduly slighted character — that is, for 
the recognition of Margaret’s powerful agency in the text — while also arguing for the 
psychoanalytic relevance of The Return’s controversial conclusion.
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 “Is he coming back?” 
 “He’s coming back.” 
 “Jenny, Jenny! How does he look?” 
 “Oh . . .” How could I say it? “Every inch a soldier.” 
 She crept behind me to the window, peered over my shoulder and saw. 
 I heard her suck in her breath with satisfaction. “He’s cured!” she 
whispered slowly. “He’s cured!”

 —  West, The ReTuRn 
of The SoldieR

The conclusion to The Return of the Soldier has disappointed many of Rebecca 
West’s readers. Setting aside for a moment the richly ironic ambiguity of 
Chris Baldry’s “cure” — which critics have shown a mysterious eagerness to 

read simply as evidence of West’s authorial deficiency — there exists a consensus 
that the ending fails the tests of both narrative and psychoanalytic plausibility. It is 
too tidy, too pat, too gimmicky, yet also unsatisfying in its indeterminacy. On top of 
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these objections, West frustrates the reader’s desire to see and hear the exchange in 
which Chris’s old sweetheart Margaret pulls him out of his amnesiac bliss. In any 
case, the whole thing is wrapped up so quickly and improbably as to set the eyes 
rolling of any self-respecting psychologist, literary critic or amalgam of the two.

Writing in 1928, West herself expressed doubts whether “any psycho-analyst 
would believe in a cure so sharply effected” (“On ‘The Return’ ” 68). Critics have 
generally emulated her skepticism, deeming Chris’s cure the “clumsy” product of 
quaintly outmoded psychology (Wolfe 34), or else rejecting it from a purely literary 
standpoint as unpardonably manipulative (Orel 124–25). Even those readings of 
the novel that extol its presciently deft treatment of trauma and psychology take 
offense at its denouement: relying more “upon literary convention than on the real-
ity that has been expressed” (Gledhill 184), “the magical quality of Chris’s recovery 
is disappointing and its privacy frustrating” (Sokoloff 213). “Clearly, such a rapid 
cure belongs more to a popular notion of shock treatment than to any psychiatric 
approach” (Kavka 163).

Reviewing these dismissive accounts, one begins to sympathize with the char-
acters responsible for the sudden recovery of Chris’s memory: first, poor Margaret, 
who gets little credit for knowing — with a precision no less profound for its utter 
intuitiveness — how best to shock Chris out of his forgetting. (Whether this is 
really what Chris needs or desires is, of course, another question altogether.) If the 
novel teaches us anything about Margaret, whom we initially meet as “a clumsy ani-
mal at a gate she was not intelligent enough to open,” it is not to underestimate her. 
Yet the very idea that she could be equipped to effect Chris’s transformation nev-
ertheless seems to have struck critics as preposterous (13). Scholars have likewise 
under-appreciated the two dead children, Oliver and Dick, without whom Marga-
ret’s curative prowess would be useless. The mnemonic power of Oliver’s ball and 
jersey, and Margaret’s own unique position as a mirroring survivor of loss — her son 
Dick, exactly like Chris’s son Oliver, died five years ago at age two — are crucial to 
the therapeutic “success” of the final scene. Yet compared to Baldry Court’s inhabit-
ants — Chris, his wife Kitty, and his cousin Jenny, the novel’s narrator — Margaret 
and these children tend to receive scant attention in critical accounts. Their story 
is deemed either impenetrable or unworthy of consideration for its belonging to 
that putatively contrived “romantic” dimension of an otherwise compelling tale of 
trauma and the home-front. With this essay I hope to rescue Margaret from criti-
cal neglect, and through her to illuminate the other hidden traumas she alone is 
able, finally, to elicit. To shift the hermeneutic focus in this way will mean paying 
more attention to the maligned cure itself and to the silent but suggestive scene of 
the transference between Chris and Margaret, whom I will consider in the unac-
customed light of Chris’s therapôn — a kind of comrade-cum-therapist, as I discuss 
below — rather than that of a mildly ridiculous deus ex machina.

The Return of the Soldier stands as a remarkably prescient testament, not just 
to emerging Freudian theorizations of trauma, shell-shock and death drive — as 
Wyatt Bonikowski has demonstrated in a recent article on the novel — but also to 
much later theorizations that render Chris’s cure far more palatable as narrative 
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resolution and psychological event. Contemporary work in the field of trauma, 
in particular that of the analysts Françoise Davoine and Jean-Max Gaudillière, 
locates the potential for psychic cures in the sort of doublings and shared traumatic 
histories that West depicts most forcefully in the persons of Dick and Oliver, and 
which more than one critic has felt obliged to dismiss as “magical” or “mystical,” 
as hopelessly out of place in a realist fiction (Orel 124; Sokoloff 213; Kavka 159). 
Of course, real-life traumas and trauma-induced madness contain much that one 
might describe in terms of the mystical or the absurd. If West’s narrative occasion-
ally tilts toward these categories, it does so not in opposition to the novel’s plausibil-
ity but rather in strikingly apposite support of its engagement with the temporal 
and interpersonal dislocations that structure traumatic experience and survival.

Before we can fully appreciate the roles of Margaret and of Dick and Oliver 
in this text, it behooves us to examine those dislocations, the temporal ruptures, 
deferrals and doublings that allow this novel to tell its traumas on a structural as 
well as a thematic level. The psychic structures of traumatic experience operate 
according to an irreducible temporality of repetition and delay; trauma consists 
not in any locatable content but, rather, “solely in the structure of its experience or 
reception: the event is not assimilated or experienced fully at the time, but only 
belatedly, in its repeated possession of the one who experiences it. . . . [T]he impact 
of the traumatic event lies precisely in its belatedness, in its refusal to be simply 
located, in its insistent appearance outside the boundaries of any single place or 
time” (Caruth, “Introduction” 4, 9). The Return of the Soldier renders explicit the 
spatial and temporal un-locatability of Chris’s trauma. None of the novel’s charac-
ters — least of all Chris — knows with any specificity where or when he incurred 
his shell-shock. (It does appear to have happened “Somewhere in France” within 
“a fortnight,” give or take, of the novel’s opening scene [3].) More important, and 
equally indeterminate, is the initial source of his trauma. West makes it abundantly 
clear that at least one earlier crisis — the traumatic “death imprint” left by his baby 
son, Oliver — is as crucial to his amnesia as the war (Lifton 480). Indeed, the forced 
remembrance of Oliver in the end becomes the key to shocking Chris back into 
his former consciousness.

But West hints in various ways that the trauma predates Oliver as well: Chris’s 
fifteen-year memory loss obliterates Kitty altogether (was their whole marriage 
traumatic?) as well as his breakup with Margaret (“he knew nothing of their part-
ing” [49]). Did this painful separation initiate the trauma?1 One may as well dig 
further back — as the novel’s resident psychiatrist Gilbert Anderson does — to 
Chris’s childhood, and to his suboptimal relationship with a father who was “jeal-
ous of him” and a mother who wanted a different sort of child, “a stupid son, who 
would have been satisfied with shooting” (81). Jenny herself admits to Anderson 
that she has “always felt” there was something the matter with Chris (80). The novel 
seems neither to discourage nor wholly to embrace this tracing-back of the trauma 
to unreachable origins. The whole question, indeed the very possibility of origin 
itself, is left indeterminate, to become the source of further indeterminacies. As 
in Freud’s conception of trauma, the principle of traumatic delay seems, for Chris, 
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already to be inscribed “in the beginning,” yet (because) “the very idea of a first time 
. . . becomes enigmatic” (Derrida 202).

In addition to his trauma’s temporally un-locatable origin(s), Chris also experi-
ences that trauma from day to day as a “new tract of time,” an aberrant temporality 
that warps the flow of time even for those around him: “Strangeness had come 
into the house and everything was appalled by it, even time,” Jenny reports (29, 25; 
emphasis added). This new tract of time is not merely the result of a time-shattering 
trauma. It is the trauma, enacted as an incessant repetition in altered form. Dr. 
Anderson appreciates this fact, underscoring with the present-continuous tense of 
his diagnosis — “His unconscious self is refusing to let him resume his relations 
with his normal life” (79) — the notion that Chris is undergoing something still, 
that the trauma itself cannot be traced to a specific incident or point in time but 
rather continues to occur. Crucial to these observations is that Chris’s brand of 
forgetting is characterized not by absence (of memory) but by presence — of an 
“obsession” or “manifestation,” in Anderson’s words, or, as Jenny separately inter-
prets it, of an “unconscious . . . resolution not to know” (67). This amnesia, as Mar-
gery Sokoloff suggests, might more properly be called “hypermnesia” (183). That 
is, West depicts Chris’s condition as less a matter of loss than of excess, echoing 
Freud and Breuer’s emphasis in Studies on Hysteria on the presence at the heart of 
traumatic repetition, and its status as an “agent” that fosters a sort of continuous 
present in the subject: “The psychical trauma — or more precisely the memory of 
the trauma — acts like a foreign body which long after its entry must continue to 
be regarded as an agent that is still at work” (6).

Like all traumatized subjects, Chris testifies to trauma’s un-knowability “by 
carrying that impossibility of knowing out of the empirical event itself,” in his 
case by bringing it with him to Baldry Court under the eminently appropriate 
diagnosis of amnesia (Caruth, “Introduction” 10). Amnesia speaks quite literally 
to trauma’s unfamiliarity. We can read it as the incessant returning of a crisis that 
cannot be comprehended and which thus emerges in the form of the forgotten 
or unknown — or, more precisely, it emerges as a forgetting and unknowing. The 
crisis has been “an overwhelming occurrence that then remains, in its insistent 
return, absolutely true to the event” (5). The truth of Chris’s trauma — a different 
kind of truth than the one to which Margaret ultimately returns him — irrupts in 
his temporal and social disjunction. If “the fundamental dislocation implied by all 
traumatic experience . . . is both its testimony to the event and to the impossibility 
of its direct access,” then Chris’s amnesia articulates perfectly the paradox of being 
locked in a continuous knowing — which is simultaneously an unknowing — of 
an event that never stops happening yet never really occurs (9). Amnesia is Chris’s 
way of performing the untellable.

For Jenny, her cousin’s stepping outside the bounds of time, memory, and lan-
guage constitutes a kind of super-sanity: “Chris was not mad. It was our peculiar 
shame that he had rejected us when he had attained to something saner than sanity. 
His very loss of memory was a triumph over the limitations of language” (65, emphasis 
added). We know better than to take Jenny’s diagnosis as definitive, however. The 
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very symptoms she identifies as evidence of Chris’s sanity — his linguistic, mne-
monic and temporal dislocations, or “triumphs” — tend rather to support than to 
contraindicate the diagnosis of “madness” that Dr. Anderson provides (80). Indeed, 
Jenny’s observation that he is “saner than the rest of us,” as she lies weeping in a 
pile of dead leaves, recalls the familiar conviction of the mad that they are the only 
sane ones in the room (65).

According to Davoine and Gaudillière, in order to cure a person suffering 
from trauma-induced madness — a person who, like Chris, has been temporally 
displaced, has somehow stepped outside of time — the analyst and patient must 
work to give the madness itself a voice. What drives a person mad is the silence 
that surrounds an unspoken trauma, that soul-shattering event that is unintelligible 
and thus incommunicable. Here the many “extremely loud silences” in West’s short 
novel, especially around the figure of the (doubled) dead child, begin to resonate 
with special force (Davoine 628). Kitty and Chris have both covered over the fact 
of their son’s death, maintaining his nursery as though it still awaited a return of 
the living boy. Also, Oliver’s very life — the fact of his ever having lived at all, let 
alone died — is hidden from view. Frank Baldry omits reference to the dead child 
in his attempts to remind his cousin of the last fifteen years (21). Kitty and Jenny 
likewise never mention the subject to Chris; and Kitty even withholds this infor-
mation from Dr. Anderson, as if it were insignificant that Chris had ever had a son. 
(Her own reaction to the situation suggests otherwise: “ ‘I didn’t think it mattered,’ 
she answered, and shivered and looked cold as she always did at the memory of 
her unique contact with death. ‘He died five years ago’ ” [82]). Finally, West not 
only writes into existence this conspiracy of silence but also actively contributes 
to it, withholding the life and death of Oliver’s double — Margaret’s dead son, 
Dick — until the novel’s final pages (77).

As Davoine and Gaudillière have it, madness can subside only when the 
trauma is allowed to speak for itself; the untellable must be told. Their book History 
Beyond Trauma details many examples of psychiatric analyses and “talking cures” 
that have proceeded along these lines. Essentially, when the analysis begins to break 
down, when language fails, they argue that the psychoanalyst must cease to operate 
in an “objective” analytical mode and instead engage directly with the patient and 
with his or her madness in a dramatic confrontation with the trauma itself. Both 
senses of the word dramatic obtain: often the confrontation takes the form of a kind 
of spontaneous high-wire puppet show, in which patient and analyst channel pre-
viously unheeded voices, thus inscribing a horror that has gone untold and “again 
set[ting] in motion a moment in time no longer situated in time” (Davoine 637). 
In order for this intense therapeutic drama to succeed, however, the analyst must 
share some form of common history with the patient, so that the two can meet with 
mutual comprehension on a shared field of trauma. People suffering from madness 
(which always, according to Davoine and Gaudillière, has traumatic roots) have 
a seemingly preternatural knack for seeking out and finding a person with such a 
shared history, although the analyst must work diligently to discover the links, and 
must recognize those seeming failures — the breakdowns of communication in 
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the analysis — as instead moments of opportunity to effect a curative transference 
somewhere beyond the bounds of language.2

I want to suggest that West stages a confrontation or drama of this kind in 
that (appropriately) unwritten final scene between Chris, a man displaced from 
time and from his own adult self, and Margaret, the intuitive therapist whom 
Chris has sought out vociferously, indeed demanded to see, and who shares with 
him a traumatic history that is in some ways uncannily identical. In a scene we can 
only imagine, but which surely transcends the conventions of language, Margaret 
confronts him visually and forcefully with the memory of Oliver’s (and Dick’s) life 
and death, performing the high-wire act of the curative transference. Disastrously 
perhaps, she sets time in motion again for Chris, who on the novel’s final page reas-
sumes his place in the social order of the sane — even if it is “a hated place to which, 
against all his hopes, business had forced him to return” (90). (Whether it is truly 
saner to remain in one’s own “tract of time” — an option that Jenny perhaps rightly 
describes as “saner than sane” — or to return to a temporal world that sends men to 
their deaths in dubious wars is of course one of The Return’s persistent questions.)

Margaret takes naturally and brilliantly to the job of psychotherapist, as very 
few literary critics seem to have appreciated. In his confident assertion that “psy-
chiatry isn’t really an issue in the novel” because Dr. Anderson “is simply a device” 
in service of the narrative’s “moral choice,” Samuel Hynes overlooks West’s depic-
tion of Margaret as the text’s real psychiatrist (xiv–xv). Only she understands the 
underlying psychic nature of Chris’s condition. Only she knows how to reverse it, 
serving finally as the agent of psychological “cure” as well as of the novel’s “moral 
choice.” Douglas Mao’s recent discussion of The Return also neglects Margaret’s 
analytic role. Observing that Dr. Anderson “prompts Margaret to the insight” of 
how to cure Chris, Mao reads the instructive dialogue between Margaret and the 
doctor precisely backwards (180). Margaret prompts the doctor, not the other way 
around. “I know how you could bring him back,” she volunteers (81). Anderson’s 
reaction to her suggestion combines humility with intellectual respect; he is smart 
enough to know that this woman has things to teach him:

The little man had lost in a moment his glib assurance, his knowingness about the 
pathways of the soul. “Well, I’m willing to learn.”
  “Remind him of the boy,” said Margaret . . .
  “How would you remind him?” [asked the doctor.]
  “Take him something the boy wore, some toy they used to play with.”
  Their eyes met wisely. “It would have to be you that did it.”
  Her face assented. (81–82)

One might argue that the doctor “prompts” Margaret to this last realization at 
least — that she must be the one to confront Chris. However, the assent she silently 
communicates suggests quite strongly that, as always, Margaret is a step or two 
ahead of her interlocutor.3

Upon learning of Oliver’s existence and death, Margaret responds, “I knew 
there was a something” (78). What can she mean? Why must there be “a something” 
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wrong with Chris other than the shell-shock that the other characters seem satis-
fied to attribute only to his war experience? (“What did it matter?” Jenny wonders 
when Margaret inquires into the details of Oliver’s death, a question Kitty echoes 
later: “I didn’t think it mattered. .  .  . I don’t understand. Why does it matter so 
much?” [77, 82].) The answer, I submit, is that Margaret simply intuits trauma’s 
radical reiterative structure, according to which the traumatic event itself always 
repeats “a [prior] something,” even as it catalyzes a further chain of experiential 
repetitions. Moreover, when she learns about Oliver — as with a “sharp cry” she 
chances upon his photograph (77) — Margaret immediately senses his death to 
be the (or at least a) source of Chris’s trauma. She “did not look at the child’s 
photograph, but pressed it to her bosom as though to staunch a wound” (78). If, 
as Cathy Caruth maintains, trauma “is always the story of a wound that cries out, 
that addresses us in the attempt to tell us of a reality or truth that is not always 
available,” then Margaret not only heeds this address but makes it, and the wound 
itself, her own: she cries out, she feels wounded, and in a moment she will bear this 
traumatic story to Chris (Unclaimed 4).

Much of Margaret’s ability to deal therapeutically with Chris arises from her 
function as his therapôn. Davoine and Gaudillière borrow this term from Homer to 
indicate a patient’s “second in combat,” the buddy in wartime as well as the “ritual 
double” to whom the trauma survivor must divulge the untold (153). Margaret, 
who “held his body as safely as she held his soul,” serves in this capacity for Chris 
(West, Return 71). Although the pair clearly had some form of sexual relationship 
in their Monkey Island days (Margaret quickly responds in the affirmative when 
Dr. Anderson supposes that Chris’s libido must have manifested “a peculiar need”), 
since Chris’s return their relationship appears plainly and un-erotically therapeu-
tic (81). As Margaret Stetz observes, their “love is not carnal. .  .  . Indeed, they 
never ‘sleep’ together at all, in the sexual sense; ‘sleep’ as blissful unconsciousness 
is the only activity in which Chris engages with her” (75). After the advent of his 
shell-shock, Chris’s amnesia ensures that his relationship with Margaret remains 
pre-libidinal, so that their bond can be merely that of comrades. Chris’s memory 
terminates precisely at the threshold of desire between naïve infatuation and sexual 
maturity, where “Margaret as she existed in eternity” — a figure of “changeless love” 
and pure adoration — “melt[s] to nothingness” in Chris’s recollection, before the 
temporal and sexual Margaret (“Margaret as she existed in time”) can intrude (48, 
38, 41).4 I mean not to suggest that their relationship cannot be simultaneously 
that of patient and therapôn as well as that of lovers — Patroclus, after all, is Achil-
les’ therapôn in the Iliad. Rather, their apparent lack of an erotic union signals an 
important shift in Chris’s desires from their earlier relationship (even if Chris seems 
to act as though he and she are merely picking up where they left off ). Where 
Margaret once offered a romantic ideal and a sexual attraction, she now offers him 
something different, something more essential.

West establishes the character of this new relationship at their reunion, which 
finds Chris sprinting to her as though “running across No Man’s Land,” until 
Margaret “brace[s] him under the armpits with a gesture that was not passionate, 
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but rather the movement of one carrying a wounded man from under fire” (59). 
Yet she is more than just his comrade-in-arms, his “second in combat,” to return 
to Davoine and Gaudillière’s definition of therapôn. She is also, more importantly, 
his ritual double. This doubling inheres most conspicuously in their symmetrically 
traumatic experience as parents. Each of them begot a son, seven years ago, and 
both of these boys — Oliver and Dick — expired at age two from a mere “chill.” 
According to Margaret, each boy represented only one-half of the child that should 
have been — her child with Chris: “they each had half a life,” she decides (77). Their 
deaths testify tragically to the traumatic failure of Chris and Margaret’s courtship. 
Dick and Oliver thus stand as figures for, and victims of, trauma’s transmissibil-
ity across generations — a cornerstone of Davoine and Gaudillière’s work as both 
analysts and theorists. The wounds of their parents have been visited upon these 
children, who together make one life and death. Their story, which is also Chris 
and Margaret’s story, screams its silence against a deadening conspiracy of denials: 
the walls and locked door of a simulated nursery, the prudent elisions of a pair of 
mothers, the amnesia of a father, and even the narrative withholdings of an author.

What actually triggers Margaret’s resolution to cure Chris is the image of 
another traumatized soul: Kitty, “her face puckered with tears,” appears in the 
doorway just as Jenny and Margaret have momentarily convinced one another 
that Chris must be left to his amnesia (88). The sheer violence of Kitty’s grief (“the 
shadows under her eyes were black like the marks of blows”) apparently succeeds 
in reminding Margaret of the collateral damage — of which Dick and Oliver 
constitute an important part — that can come of prolonging one man’s synthetic 
happiness. (Such a lesson, after all, is not far removed from the one to be learned 
from Kitty and Jenny’s past treatment of Chris, their cultivation of an unreal con-
tentedness combined with their ignorance of any negative consequences.) Margaret 
seems to know that this single life that Dick and Oliver comprise — a life of which 
Chris and she have each known only one-half, and about which Chris now knows 
nothing at all — demands some rite of acknowledgment and appeasement if she is 
to reactivate Chris’s memory and set things to rights.

As it happens, West has been preparing us for such a narrative all along in 
this text so restlessly populated by spirits. Chris, having “emerge[d] ghostlike” 
from an absence Jenny has “felt . .  . as a kind of death,” returns to a world that 
likewise is full of shadows and shades, a Baldry Court haunted by its dead (23). 
Upon arrival, Chris first finds Jenny “in the shadows” (23). Then Kitty, “rustl[ing] in 
the shadows, . . . looked out of the dimness to him” before again “retreat[ing] into 
the shadows” (24). At dinner that first night, among the “faces veiled in shadow,” 
Chris’s “gaze shifted to the shadows in the corners of the room. He was thinking 
of another woman, another beauty,” the absent Margaret who yet seems more 
present for Chris than his wife who, arrayed uncannily like a bride, floats about 
with the remote and spectral semi-reality of a phantasm (27). Kitty’s dress befits 
her self-presentation as the ghost of her former, “virginal” self, dead these ten years. 
“She moved . . . remote in preoccupation, and I was silent when I saw that she was 
dressed in all respects like a bride. . . . She looked cold as moonlight, as virginity” 
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(26). A “dark” and “osseous” attendant also lurks in the shadows, “the butler who 
is not Griffiths” (28). Presumably Chris’s unburied father haunts Baldry Court as 
well — unburied because having died, like Griffiths, during the breach in Chris’s 
memory, his death cannot be properly acknowledged or resolved (21).

The most important ghost of all has, of course, been locked safely away in the 
nursery to which Jenny introduces us on the first page, along with little Oliver’s 
preserved toys and an abiding memory of his “fat fist.”5 In that opening scene, West 
confronts the reader metonymically but forcefully with the crux of all that follows. 
A child’s neglected ghost — and a trauma that is both perpetuated and effaced 
by this room — testifies to a life while eliding a death. A kind of icon of this very 
paradox, Oliver’s rocking horse still holds forth the promise it might give “a ghostly 
child a ride” (84). That ghostly child goes with Margaret out into the night. With 
Chris’s cure will come the realization of Oliver the forgotten and Dick the never-
known. With it, too, will come the recognition of Chris and Margaret’s traumatic 
past. It is a hard reality to bear, but trauma is a tale that must be told. This is the 
real significance behind Margaret’s tautology of truth (“The truth’s the truth . . . 
and he must know it” [88]).

Besides Margaret’s roles as comrade and ritual double, there is yet another 
dimension to this woman that makes her Chris’s ideal therapôn. Namely, her mater-
nalism is the trait that Chris emphasizes when first describing her to Jenny: “when 
she picks up facts she kind of gives them a motherly hug. She’s charity and love 
itself ” (36). Margaret’s maternal function allows him to play the role of a child. It is 
a role that Chris, with a jealous father and an uninterested mother (81), may never 
have been allowed to play, and a role which in any case became incompatible with 
the demands of adulthood and the exigencies of war. When Margaret confronts 
him with the evidence of his dead son, she also confronts him as the Mother who 
engages in a drama with Chris the Child. All that Jenny can see of the scene is, at 
its conclusion, “a figure mothering something in her arms” (90). In this scene, as 
in the transferential dramas that Davoine and Gaudillière discuss, a whole array of 
un-inscribed histories is brought to life: Oliver’s, Dick’s, Chris’s, Margaret’s. Unlike 
the false history divulged by Oliver’s nursery — a hidden monument to a life that 
also effaces that life’s end — in this transference between Dick and Margaret a 
shared traumatic history is ushered forth according to its own symbolics, exceeding 
the bounds of language. Thus these former lovers find themselves, like a trauma 
patient and his analyst, “in a position where a text no longer exist[s]” — where there 
are no words for what must be communicated: “the scenario has to be performed 
before the text is known. It can only be inscribed once it has been acted out and 
spoken” (Davoine 634–35).

The scene of Chris’s cure, then, cannot be written. It refuses textual represen-
tation, at least until after the fact of its performance. Thus West’s decision not to 
represent the scene directly — in addition to following the Jamesian narrative logic 
that “if one had a really ‘great’ scene one ought to leave it out and describe it simply 
by the full relation of its consequences” (West, Henry James 96) — also articulates 
the extra-linguistic power of the transference. West’s narrative refusal to represent 
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the final scene textually also mirrors Margaret’s own approach. Knowing that 
mere words cannot jar Chris’s memory, she confronts him in a way that “bypasses 
language altogether,” enlisting him in an essentially dramatic enactment of their 
mutual loss (Kavka 163). This is “the drama of the transferential encounter, [in 
which] not only the patient and the analyst but also the living and the dead change 
places” (Caruth, “Arrested” 640–41). It seems appropriate then that this climactic 
scene, which finally discloses and acknowledges the lives — or two halves of a single 
life — that Dick and Oliver never fully enjoyed, also marks a real or figurative 
death for Chris and Margaret. The latter “dissolve[s] into the shadows; in another 
moment the night would have her,” while Chris, “with the soldier’s hard tread upon 
the heel,” begins the long march back to the front and to his likely death (90).

To recognize the remarkably intuitive therapôn or therapist in Margaret is to 
understand and embrace her role in this novel as something other than merely 
symbolic, one-dimensional or inexplicable. It is in fact to acknowledge her agency 
as a character, which is something too many critics have neglected to do, often 
dismissing Margaret with a flippancy that recalls Kitty and Jenny’s reflexive conde-
scension upon her first arrival at Baldry Court. Such a recognition enables a more 
complex vision of this woman to emerge, a more nuanced portrait that can accom-
modate what must otherwise seem a simple narrative contradiction. For how can 
this emblem of maternal affection and spiritual sustenance (“her embrace fed him” 
[59]) be the same person who ultimately sends him, in all likelihood, to his death in 
the war? Surely one cannot say of Margaret, as Ann Norton does in an exemplary 
simplification, that “she is eros, to which Chris returns after the thanatos of Word 
War I” (94). Indeed, it is necessary to observe that Margaret in fact has as much in 
common with thanatos as with eros. One might even say that she represents, quite 
forcefully, the paradox at the very heart of the theory of the death drive, according 
to which — as Freud develops it in Beyond the Pleasure Principle — life comes into 
existence only in order to end itself: the will to live always manifests an impulsion 
toward death.6

Margaret personifies both this will and this drive, inseparably, for Chris Baldry. 
His insistent desire to be with Margaret in the wake of his shell-shock, despite the 
way he formulates it (“if I do not see Margaret Allington I shall die”), actually rep-
resents a drive toward his own destruction, for she is the only one who can — and 
will — revive his memory and ensure his return to the front (30). At their reunion 
Chris runs instinctually to this woman as if into the death zones of the war. Jenny 
recalls, “How her near presence had been known by Chris I do not understand, but 
there he was, running across the lawn as night after night I had seen him running 
across No Man’s Land” (59). Chris runs, not only into the arms of his therapôn, 
but also, inevitably, into “that flooded trench in Flanders under that sky more full 
of flying death than clouds, to that No Man’s Land where bullets fall like rain on 
the rotting faces of the dead” (90). In the end, having brought Chris’s traumatic 
memory back to the light, Margaret herself recedes into the darkness that lurks in 
every corner of this text — and takes the soldier with her.
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Notes

1. Margery Lyn Sokoloff thinks so: “Chris’s unexpressed grief for Oliver is, it seems, a repetition of 
his repressed grief for Margaret, all activated by the tremendous losses of the war. It is this insight of 
West’s — that present traumas repeat past ones — that allows her to tell a war story that is only indirectly 
about the war, or, perhaps more accurately, to tell a war story in the form of a love story” (188). Wyatt 
Bonikowski’s otherwise thorough survey of psychoanalytic approaches to The Return neglects Sokoloff ’s 
helpful dissertation on trauma and literature, which devotes an entire chapter to West’s novel.

2. For a concise and particularly striking case, see Davoine.

3. Even before Margaret reveals the necessary method to end Chris’s amnesia, the doctor — who 
maintains toward Kitty and Jenny “the soft malignity of a clever person dealing with the slow-witted” 
(82) — greets Margaret with “the relief one feels upon meeting an intellectual equal” (81).

4. His memory, as he explains to Jenny, shifts abruptly from a remarkable scene with Margaret fifteen 
years ago — one that combines the suggestive promise of erotic love with the purity of changeless 
adoration, even idolatry (he gazes at his sweetheart, who stands in a niche above an altar of a Greek 
temple built for a duke’s “excesses”) — to the horrible sights and sounds of the front after the onset of 
his shell-shock (41–42).

5. Marina Mackay makes much of “the novel’s almost obsessive descriptions of disembodied hands,” 
but she fails to remark this one — an oversight symptomatic of critics’ general tendency to forget this, 
and the novel’s other, dead child (133).

6. “The attributes of life were at some time evoked in inanimate matter by the action of a force of 
whose nature we can form no conception. . . . The tension which then arose in what had hitherto been 
an inanimate substance endeavoured to cancel itself out. In this way the first instinct came into being: 
the instinct to return to the inanimate state” (Freud 46).
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